
AMAARA
Announces Debut Album Child of Venus
Due Out July 7 on Lady Moon Records

Child of Venus pre-order

Unveils Sparkling Synth-Rock
“New Love’s Mortal Coil” Single/Video

Available across platforms here.

“I'm enthralled by a six-song EP from the artist known as AMAARA” – NPR, Bob Boilen

“surreal and nuanced.” - Exclaim!

Credit: Clifford Usher | Hi-Res Download

AMAARA’s striking debut LP Child of Venus is a bold and unforgettable collection from
Canadian-born singer, songwriter, producer, filmmaker and actor Kaelen Ohm (she/they).
Classic-era dream pop at its core, the album draws influence from jazz, R&B and folk music with

https://amaaraofficial.bandcamp.com/album/child-of-venus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP1BG6yL4o4
https://amaara.ffm.to/newlove
https://www.npr.org/2020/08/17/903349232/new-mix-lafur-arnalds-first-aid-kit-more
https://exclaim.ca/music/article/amaara_heartspeak_kaelen_ohm_album_review
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2msabe8bwalq7yk/CLIFFORD%20USHER%202023_IMG_0532.JPG?dl=0


reverb drenched guitars, soaring synths, layered vocal harmonies and expansive percussion.
Approached with cheeky lyrics and an 80s pop vibe, AMAARA's lead single “New Love’s
Mortal Coil” is out today alongside a stunning self-directed official video.

Click image above or HERE to watch / share “New Love’s Mortal Coil” Video

Underneath the splashy drums and cool-handed guitars of “New Love’s Mortal Coil,” Ohm
muses on what she refers to as “the impermanence of new stages of love, and how we can get
left in the dark with our emotions after the fire burns out.” The mesmerizing video,
choreographed by Tatiana Parker (Justin Bieber, Niki Minaj), features an incredible lineup of
dancers, Gerran Reese (Beyonce, John Legend), Will Johnston (Sigur Ros, Rita Ora),
Randi Freitas (SZA, Justin Timberlake), Sarah Francis Jones (Demi Lovato, Gwen Stefani)
and, of course, Kaelen Ohm who directed, edited, produced and stars in it.

Child of Venus is the culmination of a lifetime of artistic pursuits - a document of rediscovery and
transition, with Kaelen Ohm coming up for air as an artist and human being truly reborn. As
AMAARA, she is reflecting on love and loss throughout the album, as well as the healing power
of pure psychedelia and the act of connecting with her inner child—which has led her to reflect
on her own adolescence at large. “I’ve been on a journey of looking into my own childhood
conditioning, and the notion of unbounded creative genius as well as where that goes wrong in
adolescence,” she explains. A reflective work that zooms in on the things we hold close and
what manages to escape our grasp, Child of Venus is a record that leaves a mark on anyone
who hears it, in the best way possible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP1BG6yL4o4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP1BG6yL4o4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP1BG6yL4o4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP1BG6yL4o4


Kaelen Ohm is the definition of a multidisciplinary artist. Cutting her teeth in various Canadian
indie bands as a front woman, guitarist and keyboard player, she has opened for a broad range
of acts like St. Vincent, RY X, Shannon and the Clams, Vance Joy and The Counting
Crows. Over the past six years, Ohm has nurtured a very successful career in film and TV.
Following her starring role in the Netflix original series Hit and Run, she was cast in Season 2
of the hit horror series FROM (MGM+/Paramount+), by the creators of Lost. She has also
appeared in various American shows and films including Taken (NBC), Condor (MGM) and
Flint (Lifetime).
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